Believe in a
brighter future
for schools
How Lenovo can help education
providers meet modern students’
and teachers’ needs.

Intel® Core™ processors

The best devices in the
world run Windows 10 Pro.

Education today…
Recent changes to working
practices have forced rapid digital
transformation upon education.

90%

of students are out of school globally.

So online learning programmes launched in
2-3 weeks despite…

Inadequate tools
Deficit of skills
Onsite mindset
…and such projects normally taking 2-10 years

The
results

?

Ad-hoc deployments
Improvised workarounds
Scarcity of best practice

Education

tomorrow...
The ‘new normal’ of...

Keeping everyone informed
Enforcing social distancing
Managing risk in teaching
…will require new technology.

IDC’s eight

essential guidance
points…
1.

Deliver onsite and
distance learning
Online, cloud-based tools
that support both models
will be essential.

3.
5.
7.

2.
4.

Be very careful in
cutting IT funding
Remote learning, social
distancing and contact
tracing all depend on IT.

6.

Establish a structured
approach
The improvised systems
of today are low-spec and
will not scale easily.

8.

Enhance collaboration
Institutions should use
technology to encourage
greater community.

Assess successes
and challenges
Staff, students and parents
must work together to
deliver success.
Understand the art
of the possible
Technology will be vital
in recruiting students and
attracting revenue.
Focus on learning
management
Transform teaching by
making lecture videos
available ahead of classes.
Train the trainers
Technology can only do so
much. Teachers will need
support adjusting.

Smoothing

the transition…

The future will be a mix of onsite
and remote learning:
Technology is now an essential tool for
maintaining teaching continuity.

Everybody and every classroom
has different needs:
Lenovo can provide access to a wide
range of powerful, durable devices.

Distance-learning solutions
require more than just hardware:
Software, security, collaboration
and services and support are all
important factors.

Learn more about the latest trends in
education by downloading IDC’s InfoBrief:
‘Reimagining the Future of Learning in the
Digital Era.’
Read now
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